
MANCUNIAN WAY 
CYCLE PATH

A ROW HAS FLARED UP 
over leaked council plans to 
turn the Mancunian Way into a 
green cycle route. 
The famous elevated ring 
road, never fully completed, 
has been partially dismantled 
already. 
The plan involves linking the 
former Mancunian Way up to 
the Fallowfield Loop to create 
a ‘holistic green cycleway’.

Plans to turn Brunswick Tower 
into hanging gardens were 
flatly denied by Manchester 
City Council, although notes in 
the leaked document clearly 
point to the possibility. 
The famous ‘off-ramp to no-
where’ is to be given over to a 
new BMX park. 
The young have been gatherin
“Electronic cigarettes, or 
simply smokeless cigarette, 

is definitely an electric prod-
uct which simulates the act of 
smoking cigarettes simply by 
generating a powerful taken-
in-mister system. 
It may possibly catch the at-
tention of non-smokers, nota-
bly small children, because of 
technique improvement, flavor-
ings, as well as perhaps over-
stated assertions from health 
and safety.”

. . . by Havé Sonnets . . . 

THIS MAN WAS BROKE
Now he owns a private 

jet, here’s how...
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IAN BROWN’S 
‘FOSSILISED’ SHOE
FOUND IN IRWELL

. . . by Havé Sonnets . . . 

A ROW HAS FLARED UP over 
the ownership of what is being 
described as a ‘fossilised’ shoe 
which formerly belonged to Stone 
Roses singer Ian Brown. 
Salford and Manchester City 
Council are furiously debating the 
location of the found shoe, dis-
covered last week in the Irwell, in 
terms of which city the shoe will 
eventually be displayed in. 
Members of York Archeological 
Trust advised caution when de-
scribing the shoe as a ‘fossilised 
relic’ - a phrace traceable to music 
critic John Robb - suggesting al-
ternative phrases such as ‘worse 
for wear’, waterlogged’ and ‘a bit 
gunked up’. 
The shoe was apparently thrown 
at a member of Northside during a 
furious row in 1989 on one of the 
bridges between Manchester and 
Salford. 
It is also believed that the shift to 
the Clark’s Wallabee - a develop-
ment as important for Manchester 
men as the evolution from four to 
two legged perambulation - was 
triggered by the loss of this shoe, 

making the find even more 
important. Council insiders 
claim the bitter meetings con-
tinue, although the council 
have issued no official com-
ment. 
Mr Ian Brown also refused to 
issue a statement affiriming 
or denying the authenticity 
of the shoe, although Dermo 

of Northside confirmed that 
the fight in 1989 took place 
and was ‘dead proper seri-
ous’ and that ‘we were proper 
‘avin it’. 
The shoe is currently under-
going stabilising procedures 
by a dedicated team of con-
servators in a confidential 
location at dot net. 

£145 per hour, 
here’s how!
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ANDERTON VILLAGE 
BUST ROW

A ROW HAS FLARED UP over 
council plans to part-fund a 
giant bust of James Anderton 
on Aytoun Street, not far from 
Manchester’s Gay Village. 
The plans were called ‘insensi-
tive’ and ‘crass’ by representa-
tives of Manchester’s Pride 
festival. 
The controversial former Chief 

Sir James Anderton oversaw 
Greater Manchester Police 
with a notoriously firm moral 
stance.
Nobody at Manchester City 
Council would deny or confirm 
the rumours, but the leaked 
plans show a carved version 
of the famous picture above 
placed in Aytoun Street, only a 

short distance from Manches-
ter’s Gay Village.
“As a disconcerted petite 
shaver I liked to combine to 
zeal, into from it what you can 
and actively liquidate scholar-
ship of every moment. Pooped 
uncut days in the backyard 
with his friends playing in the 
leg”, more in here.

ADORABLE KITTEN FAILS!
Summer?

Parking Row
Dating Socially

Glue Scourge
Sexy Clubbing

Dump Truck Chaos

. . . by Havé Sonnets . . . 
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IAN CURTIS TEMPLE 
WELL PLANS

A PLAN HAS EMERGED to 
dedicate a new Holy Well to 
The Spirit of Ian Curtis at The 
Temple in Heaton Park, Man-
chester. 
The move by Manchester City 
Council has been welcomed 
by advocates that Epping Walk 
Bridge in Hulme be renamed 
‘The Ian Curtis Bridge.’ 

Holy Water will be redirected 
from the supplies at Barton 
Street, Macclesfield, for wor-
shippers to use. 
“Fifty-One (also referred to as 
Toxins 1951) burst open in the 
scenario from nowhere. They 
will perceived to come about of 
another esmoke recordbreak-
ing when they ended up being 

impaired simply by suitable 
plus economical problems. 
Whenever Toxins 1951 moved 
within was initially just one big 
difference – consumers truly 
liked their very own smokeless
cigarettes. 
To that Couple and intervened 
with many superficial mes-
sages.”

£1000 p/h MAN MEETS
Club Sexy
Kitten Odour
Parking Row
Christmas Sprinkles
Office Party Outrage
...and more...

. . . by Havé Sonnets . . . 
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Argy-bargy wh
     at what.
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dentures
With far from 
the Minotaur 
eye i of 
no Palace thieves ...



Argy-bargy wh
     at what.
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The walls steadily vomit to infinity and Theseus’ string cannot be found...
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Curse










